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HANDLEY PAGE AUTOMATIC ‘COITTROLSLOTS*

By Wilhelm Pleinqs

I. MOTIVE AND PURPOSE OF STUDY

A previous article (reference 1) contained the res-
ults of investigations about the efficacy of the Handley
Page ,automatic control slots incorporated in an Albatros
type L 75 Ass airplane. Closure of the slots prior to
reaching the maximum lift was accompanied by loss of damp-
ing in roll; the airplane suddenly sideslipped. Then the
slots were open, positive damping in roll prevailed at the
highest angles~of attack attainable. However, the eleva-
tor effect within this particular range was so small as to
permit exceeding the maximum lift only in exceptional cases ..<.
with elevator hard-pulled. over. It was therefore impossi-
ble to attain to a sweeping exploration of the full effect-
iveness of these types of control slots, especially in the
stalling range, for lack of longitudinal controllability,
The possibility of improved elevator action made continua-
tion of the first experiments appear fitting and proper.

Besides, in the meantime the Handley Page company,
Cricklewood, had developed a new type of automatic control
slot and proposed its installation in t-ne Albatros. Ac CU-

rate information on ,the aerodynamic qualities of the wing
used originally in the L 75 (a modified M 12 airfoil) was
lacking. at the beginning, with the result that the first
slot arrangement conformed probably more to the customary
thin sections (R.Ji.F, 15, 28, 31) habitual in Great Brit-
ain. 3eing, apprised of the first flight results, Handley
Page, Ltd., immediately. proceeded to develop a -new control-
slot arrangement,” which in size,, contour, and profile shape
was more in keepingwith the particular characteristics of
“the A1.ba,trQs,.3~$.Q.g*

....
—. ..—.— — -——

*llWeitere I?lugmessungen %ber die Wirksamkeit von automat-
isehen Handley-Page-$chlitzquerrudern.” Z.F.M., May ,28,
1932; pp.. 287-29,4P
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The installat~or’;o~ ““tlie“new Corii:rol-slot arrangement

was accompanied at the same”time by certain structural
ck.ailgesint en-de.a,$0,,,i,qp:ro,~,~long: tudina.1.c,ontrollatili ty.
The elevtitor’was cbns$derably”” enlarged; (l?ig. 1.) The
new control slpt,, t~e: .l.o~a$ion.,.ofthe, auxiliary airfoil
with respec’~’%o”--themain” W’ikg””””‘(upper wing) , as well as
the extent of the slot a$r,oss,.th~j~~ng, can be “seen in
Figure 2, along with the okiglllal type. It has a deeper
cilord (254 mm instead of 188 mm) , the span of the auxil-
iary wing ,was r.sised..trp.m,.,2Q8,4to 2500 mm, and the modi -
fied cross -sectiionfab”m;al’tered the shape of the leading
edge of the main wing. (See also fig. 3.)

.,. ...’, !. .

11..” “MITHO~;:;~E’@J?;, MD PROCEDURE OF TEST
..

Comparative investigations on the airplane with
locked and open control slots were to yield,:

1. The maximum angles of attack and lift coeffi - ~
cients;

2. The behavior of damping in roll by interferences
. in equilibrium position about the longitudi-

~“nal axis in maximum angle-of-attack range.....
.. ..

The gliding” flight” polars of the airplane in steady
gliding flight with engine throttled to idling were meas-
ured first, and the lift coefficients at high angles of”
attack’defined for flight with definite equal throttle
setting (slightly less than full throttle). The measure-
ments were continued to beyond the usual range with dif-
ferent e.g. positions* in order to adjudge wliether or not
an improved longitudinal controllability achieved by lack-
ward displacement of the c,g. and less static loilgitudi-
nal stability would attain to higher, angles of attack.
Xagnitude and time rate of roll at incipient rolling were
defined in the further course of the test. This roll was
initiated b.y outside disturbances without ‘application or
change in control movement from the original equilibrium
position in throttled flight, and specifically in the range
of a.n.glesof attack for maximum lift.

..———. -

*c.gti S 1 lies at 22;3 {o~~the mean wing chord ,.-t,ms- c~g, )
S II at. 32.7 of t-m, “coap”titedfrom leadiilg edge :of. ,tm* ~
Figured from leadiilg edge of lower wing at root? SIis
900 mm rearward and 715 ram vertically above! S11 iS 245
mm to the rear and 720 mm vertically above the chord of
tile lower wiag.
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~~etho~, test apparatus and pr.oced.ure have already been
described in the 1931 D.V.L, Year’book, page 691, Report 2.21.

,The method for setting up moments to disturb the equi-
librium position (application of a continuously acting
weight moment about the longitudinal axis I?y dropping a
balance weight suspended from the tips of the lower wing)
and fo’r determinin~’’t,h”e rate of roll are likewtse explained
in ‘that particular “report. O“ne,very” sinrplifying feature was
the arrangement of the additional. weights on the wing tips.
The method of freely suspended ballast bags; resorted to
heretofore, made ntime”rous individual flights necessary.
This objectionable feature was removed by the use of

~~cowled-in tanks at each wing tip. (Fig, 4a. ) One tank
serv6d to receive the water pumped by hand from the main
tank in the fuselage through the pipes laid over the wing.
The capacity of the main tank is enough for from 8 to 10
wing tank refills (28,5 liters) . The wing tank canbe
shut off from the observorls seat. (Fig. 4b.) A practi-
cal proof of the sufficiently rapid emptying of t-he tanlk -
necessary to initiate a very sudden notion in roll - was
afforded by opening the water tank in a test flight and
at the same instant releasing a ballast bag serving as
balance weight on the other wing tip. It”was devoid of
any disturbance in initial position of equilibrium. It
was also proved by comparative flights that the change in
drag’ set up by opening the water tank, has no influence
on the initial -position of equilibrium (additive yaw).

The tank on the other ‘wing tip which served as bal-
ance weight always contained a fixed weight, corresponding
to the amount of water in the other tank (magnitude of con-
sistently equal rolling moment: MB = 5.72 X 28.5 = 163.0
mkg) .

For observance of the flow process and of the release
upon reaching maximum lift, two rows of woolen thrcqds
were fastened across the top span of’ the left lower wing.
Their actions were tc be observed at the various flight
attitudes. The lower wing was not.,”slo.tted. All the sane
it was essential to ascertain whether, at the attained max-
imum angles of lift, the separation;had equally spread to,-.
“tEe w“i%g””’lWj-tli-a’tsti~plied the grciat’est quota of davping
in roll, and to what extent. the IIsta.lledllattitude is at
all reached.. The woolen threads were, cinernatographically
recorded on various wing sections from tip” to root,.

.

-—.,-, .... . ...,....... .... ...... .. .. ....—.. . . . .. ... .., . ,,. .,,.,., ... ... -,-—
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1. Polar Curves
...., ,. . .......... . .“ . .,

..’. . .....
...,..Figur”& 5 depicts the gliding-flight polars* of the

&ir@ an’e, Pi.gti’re 6, .the .Ca value sversus angle of attack
‘““:a’: four’”thkhttled e’ngin.’e’aswell “as for flight with certain
.t<hr’ot+l”e“set t“itig.:.. .. ~The reference” “angle .a:! .deilotes the

9:)afi’g16’:f’or-mendby the flow direction on a “teat.ainpoint (in-
flue’nc”e”d”bythe air~lane) above the upper “wing (about 1.80
m). an”~”%-he lo”n”g~tudinal “axis of the airplane. The angle
consti”tut~s in tIIOs:eexperiment-s” a comparative” measure for
the “real angle of. attack. a, defined: from” ~itch angle ~ ,
slb~e of path ~ and angle of set”ting 1$. Figure’s 7a and

-7?) Show a and al plotted a;gainst the actual dynamic
pie ssur’e qw.

.,
. . ..”. a) Throttled flight

“Locked control” slots in ra”n’ge’of maximurc lift” (1*20

<c,a <“1.25, 22°, e (x1 < 23°) ar”e abruptly followed by
sides li’pji,ng, a sign of sudden.,1’OS”Sof d.=.~ing, in roll-
A ,10° “glidlng angle corresponds to ,tlie”aDE\ e of maximum
lift. ‘Ev”ery attempt” to..exceed this” ‘~lii~i?.,gangle for the
pur’po,s.e.of”;sQortenin,g the planing distancti”,’rneaks ,endan-
gerin’~,tlie.,$afety. ,..

.. .

With control slots open, the ,angle of maxinum lift
(“ca~ax,,.-1,03’8) and even UP to a’ = 28° can always ye
“r,eached with ample damping in roll. Glidin”g angles up to....
15° and 16° correspond to the” highest angles of attack in
stalled glide, which means considerably shorter flatten-
ing out by ample safety in flight.

. . . ,.. . . . .

Longitudinal controllability. is sufficing in every
case, .althou,gh.controllability abo”ut the normal axi s with-
in range’ of. lir~ge .“’a.is materially lower because of the
blanketing of th,e lateral -controls by the fuselage..... . -., ,
.—. .— -—. --. —--— .—.:.
*.These,polar,s.“are n’o.tsummarily: comparable with those .giveil
in tile-‘1931 .D,.Y.”L.,:Yearbook..,”,.‘The”.same type. of airplane has
been “fitted. ,with a new ~engi”~e,of the same type and vibra-
tion, damp,er.s,,.The’ idl i.ng.:.,r,.~p.m. of -the two engines .on the .
iorqu”e .s.tandik...m,ate,ially,y, d’ifferen”~”.,.In .ad@.’i,tion~ t~le new
larger’ co~trol “slots”togeiher with the increased elevator
area, modify the aerodynamic quality of the airplane type.
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The opening process of the ‘slots .is stable through-’
out (beginning in throttle flight at ca= 0.9,’ complete--.— .,
ly “open at
1.

b)

After
strikingly

cars 1.20). !l!herewas no sign of vibration.

Flight with certain throttle setting

reaching Ca.ti.l.45, with slots closed., a
sudden loss of damping in roll occurred, where-

as, with slots open, ttiere was sufficient damping in roll
in the maximum lift range (Ca %’1.65 to 1.70) and even
in stalled flight.

,.,

As to
maXirnum li
throttle s
probably 5

the evaluation of the order ,of magnitude the
ft coefficients recorded in flight with defiii~e
etting, it is to be noted that the real Ca ar e
to 10 per cent lower.

The not inconsiderable influence at large pitch vari-
ations of the propeller thrust perpendicular to the di-
rection of flight was not taken into account, ‘thus effect-
i:ilga simplification, which still is permissible for t-he
present comparative measurements- Figure 6 includes tile
engine r.p.in. (BMW Va engine) plotted a~ainst angle a
for this throttle setting.

The pho”to~ra~hs in Figure 8 sno17 the woolen threads
on the top side o; the lower wing as abundantly supporting
the facts surmised from the polar curve flights. In throt-
tle flight, and more particularly, in flight with constant
throttle setting (corresponding to figs. 8A-D) , spreading
of the separation zone of the flow, when approaching max-
imum lift, begins at th-e wing root and advances to the strut
fitting and beyond to almost the wing tip.

“-..

.

. .

As the separatiori’ spreads the threads become more and
more disturbed, flutter stroilger and faster, and. finally
orientforward in flight direction.’ At first the thre2.ds
of the rear row, then those of the front row show this be-
havicr ,

Contemporary with the start of separation at the wing
tip, that is, on the strut fitting, the closed control
slots are alre,a.dy,accompa.nied by s-iddeilside slipping s.s
indication for abrupt loss “o? damping in roll. ‘ .But.wit.h
slots open the” initial equi.l$brium is consistently main-’
taineda There is aziple damping in” roll even if the sepa-
ration extends across the entire span to the wing tip.
(ice fig. 8D. ) Neither is there any tende”ncy to sudden
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Sideslip i’n stalled flight, a proof of the efficacious
range of the control slots. .... .

. . ...
The fact that in flight with cer’tain throttle setting

all signs of sudden loss of damping in roll are consider-
ably stronger and more definitely expressed than in throt-
tled gli,ding flight, must indubitably be ascribed to slip-
st,r.eamaffect~ It effects, for illustration. such a
change in lift distribution across the span that dca/d~
is greater than on the outside part of the wing witll,great-
er support ,quota, as a result of the increased circulation “
on the inside part of th’e wing.

However, there must still be some other influences ,of
the slipstream involved not explainable here, as, for in-
stance, change of effective angle of attack across the
span, which also contribute to the strikingly varied be-
havior of the airplane in a stall.

2. Measurements

The proximate results
course of angle of roll .W
tiation of rotations about

of Motion in Roll

of these measurements, “the
with respect to time t by’ini-
the longitudinal axis within

maximum angle of attack range, are shown in Figure 9“for
the airplane, slots open, and ‘in Figure 10i..for slots
locked..

On the basis of the theoretical assumptions treated.
in reference 2, for the equilibrium conditions in rolling,
it was attempted,to define the cilaracter of the motion in
roll from the time rate of the angle of roll- It is pre-
sumed tilat the rotation is originally.apure motion in
roll. Within range of the no longer line”ar$ but ap-proxi-
mately strongly .para?)olic aspect of the lift coefficient
above the a,ngle of attack in range of maximun lift this side
and beyond ca max~ damping in roll, which decides the be-

havior of the airplane, is solely dependent upon the qngle.
of attack of the initial equilibrium position. Since upon
those premises the lift riso drops lindarly with the angle
of attack, the loss of damping in roll in the wing half~
dovvnward in the ‘sense.of,thb motion in roll, is always
balanced by the growth’:of.dampihg in roll of the up-going -
wing-half c Hereby it is altogether immaterial ivhetkar the
anglo of attack for maximum lift has already been excecdod
by ono wing tip, providod tho law of the parabolic rola-
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tionship is still adhered to even above the angle of maxi-
mum iift. For Ca max, for instance,,, the damping in roll,

.. .. then, is’zer o.” ““ “<’”” “.::””-;“. ....:-.. .
.,. .

Table” of the-Three Principal,, Cases of ‘
.’ “.l.

.. Simplified Mo”tiofiin,Roll ~~

—.—. ...

.;
Lift Damp -,
range ing
of in

initial roll
equilib-
rium po-
sition
—+ -..—----

Case I below

{

posi-
tiveCa max

---— —. .-— .——-..
Case II Ca max zero

I_.1
———....-——-—-—.-
Case III above nega-

Ca nax tiv8
foficet

--l—.~. —— —,—--

-—---— .—

:. T:
Angle

of
roll

v

..—---
linear

-—.:
para-

-J

bolic

—.
expo-
nen--
tial
——— -

me rate’of Attitude
-~~--~~~i-= of rota-

I ‘crated tion about
roll roll the! lo-iigi-

tudinal

$’” u a’“’ ‘~xis
,,”.

F=-p .“_T
—..,.-..________
.ze’r’o.

steady ,

— —..— .-
linear con- steady

.—— s=;:--
expo -

l__._l

expo - .
nen- nen-. accel era-
tial .:tial‘ .tion

—- .- -————— .——

So the character of these simplified rolls and the
sign of dp~~piilgin roll (wing tips-are decisive) at start
of motion in roll, is theoretically” defined in three nain
categories, which have been compiled in above table.

The next logical step is to ascertain whether evident
discrepancies in the degree of uniformity of the motion
attitude at thd iilception of roll obtain to typical dis-
crepancies in damping in roll b’e-havior.

i

From the .av~ilab+,~ ,records on the. time rate of angle
of roll ~ it ‘can ,be proved that, with control slots opent
there is a linear rise of ~ with the time at ‘the %egin-
ni’ng of roll in the entire angle of attack range-of-stalled

,,-” flight. It’””bespealis tile continued presence of damping in
roll. Its retention even in stalled flight must without a
doubt be due to the effect of the control slots. There is
no tendency to, sideslip.

..”.
. . . ..:

,,’. . .’ ‘. .,
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.. . . . L}near relationship of- ~, ‘with slots. .q,losed, i,s”~i.
:-~:ikewise maintained over t tip.to ~1 = _ 21.? (,orto ,’,:,,,
Ca = 1.20 to 1.23). Up to this angle of at tack, damping ‘i,n
roll is positive. (Case I?) A minute digre-ssi’on“of “tfi%”s
limit result:s in accelerated roll, The “time rate of ~,
instead of bei”ng linear, is already rather appro”ximat ely
parabolic. Undoubtedly the angle of attack for maximum
lift is,p,,r,eci,sely attained in the initial equilibrium po-
sition,. although it ,is-”difficult to maintain this at-55-.
tude for any length of time. (Case II - zero damping in
roll. ) “

It had already been attempted to set up a law as “to
magnitude aild.aspect 0$ rate of ,roll ~ and ”accelerated
roll “~ from the time ”rate of angle of roll ~ in range
of the no. longer linear relationship. But it was found
that the method of graphic differentiation of L curves
apjlied at that time was afflicted with many sourc-~s of “
error ; a mathematical interpretation. of the test data ob-
tained in this flight attitude affords s.~ar.cely~ore than

., a.clue as to the order of magnitude of ~ and “~.., .,

Adfiittedly, graphical differentiation revealed in iso-
lated cases an approximately linear rise of r,?te of roll
$ within thei’rifkryal.of one second, Then ~ is constant,
and damping in roll ~recisely zer”o. ,,(Case’”II.) The fig-
ures for ~ accordingly, range between Cl~150 and 0.205 S-2.
The. weight moment (M3) was. the same in these cases. For
evanescent damping in roll the roll acceleration “~ fol-
lows:: ‘?J’+.~IB/JX,” where’ Jx = moment of inertia of air-

plane about the longitudinal axis after dropping a balance
weight . More recent pendulum tests yield Jx = 725 n kg S2,
“~ = ~ = 0.225 s-z.’ At anY rate, the agreement of the or-

der” of magnitude for the experimen.tally ~and the mathemat-
ically defined ~ values is acceptable and much better,
for instance, than with the earlier results, All the same,
the limitations indicated previously, must be kept in mind.
Any decision as to whether damping in roll is zero or neg-
ative, i.e., a forced motion, must be made with greatest
reservation.

Sufficiently accurate. test methods do permit to attain
~o the magnitude and tine rate of change in a pure rolling
moment “after arol.1 has been applied by a.known moment,,.-as
“proved by English ’calculations and flight tests., “(Refere-
nce 3.) But toassure”t hat, it.is necessary.bymeans of
suitable test equipment, that a sufficiently exact record
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....,,.. . . . ..- .
of “the typical quantities affecting the motion in roil,
‘sizch.as.rate of r“oll and roll acceleration, be obtained
~in;.the.very..,firsttime. interval (about-one second) “aft”er”>,
t~e.,~otation” has been initiated. Another fact to be kept
$.,n’#jndis the change in moment of inertia about the .lon-
gi@@iqal axis and the altered initial equilibrium posi-
tion following the sudden dropping of the balance weight.
According to the English experiments,. assuming an instan-,
tanerjus initiation of weight moment about the longitudinal
axis, tdgether with a very exact ‘record of ~ within the
first s~corid,of motion in roll, the determination”of the.
rolling moment is” subject to an error of about 15 per cent
by neglecting the additive rolling moments due to yaw and
sideslip. However, a sufficiently exact definition of ~
and ~ during a greater time interval of motion (say, 5
seconds). is possible only when at the same time the cieter-
mination of the amounts of’ the additive rolling moments is
given by”exact record of the motion quantities decisive
hereto.

However, the purpose of the present comparative study
was to decide whether fundamental differences in the be-
havior of the airplane with open and closed control slots
during the consistently identically applied motion in roll,
permit inferences of the exist.enceor 10:ss of damping in
roll. This purpose has been obviously achieved on the
face of the results. Even .so”,”it should .be emphasized
over and over that measurements within. maximum-lift range
necessarily require ‘materially different test methods with
much more precise equipment than customary heretofore,
aside from the fact that manipulation in fli~ht is ren-
dered very difficult.

In conjunction herewith we ailalyzed certain motion
phenomena observed several times, which ,occurred in connec-
tion with motion”in roll measurements near maximun Iift”
and which are typical:,for the “airplane with closed ,c”ontrol
slots, ego, the sudden sideslip occurred altogether “un-
expectedly.from a different attitude of the yawing motion.
After initiating the motion in roll (left wing down), a
gradual,, ~.incipi.ent slip to the left followed after a corn-
-paratively small roll (w N 8°. to 10°) had been reached.
.In the first experiments the behavior of the air-planq dur-

1>... ingthe en.sui.ngside slip was tie%”..f~llowedu“p any further.
The measurements w,ere iqte~rupt,ed and t.he”sidesl.ip ended
by appropriate control movements.

Since ordinarily nO premature si,deslip had been felt
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until. .fiuchg’r”eaterr“oll had. been ”reached and even then,
occur”re”dinn’these Sp”eci’a”lcase,s ol~ly ‘when the angle of at-
tack of. the initial equilibrium ~osition had become great-
er than “~!,= 20,0, it “iva~ decided ;to’exa~ine this addi -
tiye moti Q,n more c,lo.sely. Ii was “found th.a:t,in conjunc-

5
tio ith the, sideslip even af$ei a relativ&lj short-time
Inter’va , suddenly a motion i’n rol’$ ,with high angularve- ,
locity contrary to the original rotation, occurred, The
airplane suddb,nly slipped over the ‘“right wing and went in:
to a right-hand spiral. This conduct was suhse”quently “
observed at numerous times$ the e“levator deflecti”cns con’ju-
gated ,to the initial equilib’”rium’position were,not changed.
The time rate of roll ~“ during. the d-~ration of the mo-
tion is shoyn in I?igure 11. As soon “as’the airplane, ‘by
defitiite roll, goes in a sideslip (here, .to the left) , ‘the
““ensuing air load~’--e=t”t”Up a rolling moment which striveS to
raise.the inside wing” (1 ft) in spite of the continuously

\acting weight moment about ‘t’he’loilgitudinal axis, The re-
sult of the sudden and rapid rotation about the lofigitudi-
nal.axi.s is ,a very abrupt rise in angle of attack of the
right”.wing (down). This, ris,e of t,heri~ht.wing is at

b-.& = arc tan. (0.lleast so,great (estimated, La = arc tan ~.v

to 0.15) = 5’0 to 100) that the angle for maximum lift on
the outer wing part which supplies the greater quota’of
damping”.in rol~’;’is suddenly exceeded. . .

,....,,.. . ‘...
“’The~iideslipdue to rolling moment within range of;:

high””d(:. may become very large. (Reference 4.) ‘On the
other””liandj it has ‘heretofore never been possille to give
a satisfactory explanation of what the contributory causes
are that al)et the entry of such large rolling moments,
a~art from the effects due to the specially designed wing
shap8. In any case, the fact that sudden sideslip c.n
occur in flight near. maximum lift, as., for instance, in-
curve flight, as result of ‘lslipping over. the inside wing,”
“deserves specific mentioning as a dangerous moment.

,,

. In this connection, one important. study would be to
determine whether other airplane types also evince a sim-
ilar conduct. It. i’s not at:allunreasoi~able. to” assume
that’ in a left curve near maximum””lift a slip over the
inside wing lead.sto a’ suddeni.ight sideslip and inadvert-
ently into a right-hand spiti.’In early”spinning accidents,
various, statements’ of eye witn’e.sse9 to that effect were
looke~ upon as very improbable. ““” . “

It again s~e~s” for’’”-” ‘- ‘“
.“..,,. ,-

slots that when open, no
being. To be sure, a sl

zne elzeczlvenes.s 0“1 Tme contro~
such motions in roll come into
of$e.r investigation of the ensuing
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motion process revealed in isolated cases, a reversal ,of
the original motion”in roll also a,s.a result, of. the. sue-
ceeding ‘sideslip, o’nce”the rotation had”been initiated.
Despi”te the steady weight moment only a slightly dqmped
aperiodic r“oll with almost constant aniplitude occurred -’
without changing the initial elevator deflections - super-

,_josed by a growing rise in roll and coupled with rnoreor
loss sever~” vibrations about the lateral and. normal axes.
(T3nelatter defined by feel. ) The time rato of roll w
during ‘this Ilwabblingltmotion is portrayed in Figure 12
for various ’fl.igh,tso;. ,

,Appar~ntly the reversal of the motion in roll occurs
without mode pronounced tendency to die out, in. contrast
to the” conduct of the airplane with control slots locked,

following the always existing damping in roll,so that,
the efficacy of the control slots becomes for once a con-
tri~utory influence on the damping of the motion in roll.
The entry of restoring moments about the longitudinal axis,
striving to reestablish the initial equilibrium position,
is indicative of the presence of lateral stability even in
range of maximum lifts The magnitude of the moments ap-
pears quite high. .Hence it may be conjectured that the
influence of the control slots (change in a and lift dis-
tribution across the span) during sideslip at the same time
supplies an active quota to these stabilizing moments
about t-he longitudinal axis, in similar fashion, as later-
al stability can be achieved b~- special wing design (such
as dihedral, etc.). But whether to ascribo such stabiliz-
ing effect to the control slot or whether the motion is
due to coupling of pure motions in roll with rotations
about tiie other two axes, awaits further elucidation. In
no case i’s t’nere any ,tendency to sideslipping, with these
motions...

sumIARY

Investigation of damping in roll within raage of max-
imum lift with the Albhtros L ’75, with and without Handley
Page automatic control slots, revealed “the following:

Witho”~~ control slots, any attempt” to go beyond a cer-
..- tain angle of attack. neaf Ca max in glide and climb, ,is

followed by sudden sideslip. The conduct of the airplane
throughout the motions in roll, moreover, confirmed that
all attempts to higher angles of attack are accompanied by
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su,dden 10SS, of ‘damping in ‘“roll: SO in this range near

Ca. max”s“ .safety, in flight is’ certainly endangered. “.
,’. ,

The behavior of the airpl,anewas peculiar in. all “cases
in whit’h the gradual slipping following tile initial motion
i.n‘roll,was “examined. It was.’.not originally intended to
follow this part of the’-rnotion p’recess. Jiurnerotiscases
donfirrned the fact that; with ni.otions in roll from” the
original” equilibrium positions of tli.ehigh~st attainable
angles of attack, “the slipping,,motion sets ,u~, ui~eFpected-
ly, a slip over the outside wing. Al: characteristics of
sudden loss of damping in roll occurred mar,kedly violent
as result of “the.large rise in angle. of at,tack~ Of “itself
the airplane has excellent flying qualities,.in the service
range of flight. Spinning accidents may find””.in this fact
a further explanation. Cause and effect, to setup such
flight motion, for instance, in curve flight at a near-
ing Ca maxi must he cleared up by further extensive in-

vestigations. .,

With control slots, ample damping in roll prevails
throughout the entire (about 8° enlarged) ?ngle-of-attack
range of maxinurn, zift and of stalled fli&ht.: No”’signs of
sudden sidesiip yere observed. ~i~je,rocords of t~e behav-

ior~with motions “in roll, moreover.; ,cci~f~rm that mailltq-
nance of damping in roll in the whole range of large ci
is exclusively due to the efficacy of the coiltrol slot,

..
The appearance of steady vibrations in roll obser.v”ed

in isolated cases after moti.cn i= roli had been initiated,
leads one to surmise a stabilizing effect a-oout the longi-
tudinal axis of. the control slot even abovo that.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

.
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Scale 1:20

Fig. 1 Outline of lateral controls ~f Albatros L 75
before and after modification.

The actual enlargement was:

Name L“75E L75E (Ull)
#..

Fin 1.854 m2 1.774 m2 - .4.3
Effective elevator 1.384 II 1s884 II + 36.1
Auxiliary balance 0.280 11 0.360 ‘1 + 28.5
Inner balance 0.332 ‘1 0.332 ‘1 ‘ ----
Total area I 3.850 “ 4.350 11 + 13.0

!

--—----2500,mm——
rk+————2084—+ 1-—— ——----____

/’~~--” ------ _--rrT{

k-u
L k----l8~4-~

bf2=6250-——

line

tc.-l267~~,~

and mounting of Hsndley.Page automatic control-

.

I?ig.2 Position
slot at upper wing. ‘The dotted lin~s denote the exsmined

new type of slot.

Fig. 3 Dimensions of old (a) and new (b) type of slot.
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Fig. 4a Albatroe L 75
with slots.

Note the stretmil.ine
tanks (Fig.4b) Su.spen&
ed from the lower wing.
One tank serves for
dropping ballast weight
[28.5 liters(7.53 gal.)
of water].

e b c U

rig. 8B Behavior of threads
~n normal flight.

The equilibrium position
:~esp~ds to ca-0.65

-, Insignifice.nt
separationat ving root
(film series d).

Fig. 8C Behavior of threads
shortly before

reaching maxhm.xilift. The
equilibriumposition corre-
sponds to ca~l.15(df~120).
The separation is more pro-
nouncedjstarting at the wing
root and advancing to the
plane of strut (film series
b,c anad).

Q A c a?
Fig. 8D Wool tikread~in

stalled flight.
Tne equilibriumposition
corresponds to ca~l.70
(a~Z 22°). The entire flow
on the topside, wing tips
included, is in the throws
of separation (film series
a,b,c and d). This flight
position isrnaintainedonly
with open control-clots.

Q a c #.
i?ig.8 Cin.ematographpictures (speed 12-14m/sec.) of the action of

~

the woolen threads at different flight attitudes with certain
throttle setting.

—
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Fig. 4b Sketch of wing tanks, (a) open and (%) closed. The tank is closed from
the observersseat by mechanical-cakledevice and ra,tchet.Upon release
of ratchet,pressure sprin~s tensed on the inside, effect sudden opening
of tank. The openingsare large enough to assure quick emptyingof water.
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0 A Slot open
XVI! closed

q-----y= =~q:~:--~,J ping in~roll ~
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‘Fig.5 Gliding polar curves (throttle flight) with open and
locked slots. The test point of those polars, denoted
by A and v correspond to the different initial
e@librium positione immediatelypreceding the applied
motion in roll.
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O n A Slot open
Xovlj closed

I
-! ~~ -[ T

1.8 “’

~

1.6

z
I

a J--04° i
1.4

0
I

+

1.2 10 x&

(b)flt I gas

! —
1’ ❑

1.0

Ca

.8!

I

.6 !

.4 - 1 ~?

i u:

.2

0-00 40 8° 12° 16° ZO” 249 28° 320

a’

Fig.6 Lift coefficient ca versus reference a~gle at in throttle
flight (a) and with certain throttle setting (b).

(Tile.a values, shovrqwith A and v correspond to the different
“ initial equilibrium positions in throttled flight immediately
preceding the application of a motion in roll.)It also includes
the indicated r.p.rn.na plotted against al in power flight.
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o a Slot.open .
~ v Slot closed
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Fig.7a al against actual dynamic pressui-eqV:in throttle flight.
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Fig.7b

o A SIOt open
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-51- 1 2 ‘7 45L12 345
t,se;. t, sec.

Fig. 9

Fig. 8A Threads
rigged up

on top side of lower
wing, and section of
picture of series a .
to d.

Figs. 9 and lCI Angle of
roll v

against time t for airplane
with slot open (Fig. 9) and
locked (Fig. 10) at the be-
p-,inningof a rotation above
the 1o?gi tudinal axis,alw~s
iqitiated %y identical weight
gotiiint(153 m kg). The partic-
ular initial equilibrium
position is showrIby CL!(ref-
erence angle of attack).
Tne time rate of y is typ-
ical for magnitude and sign
for damping in roll. With
slots open,~ increases lin-
earl~, i~ the entire angle
of attack range (CL’up to
28°),eveilin range of stall,
hence damping in roll is al-
ways aositive. With slots
lockea, w increases linear-
ky for a! below 21°,para-
bolic for only a few larger
angles (21°> al< 23°) and
exponentially respectively.
The varied w aspect indi-
cates positive damptng in
roll for m’< 21°, zero or
negative for beyond.

t, sec. t, sec.

Fig, 10

I
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20°
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~.ga%-z 6
0 ‘2 *“

8.@

\
t,sec~

-40° Date 8-6

20°
-*

0’d’

~ -200- t,sec.
-40°- Date 1-7

zoo

‘6 l--
T

F% f5

~-.2C0
24

[

8
t,sec.

-4G0,Date 2-7

- ..... ... ,..- .,

3?igs.11,12

+ F*
Fig. 11 Time rate of ~ for airplane,control slots locked, after

initiation of motion in roll and subsequent sideslip.

1“-20° /x 2C0....... ......... ....--”-”-------
~ o ,::.”-:.-:..5.-. -...:.

.-.. ... ... -. o~
-.....l$...-....-.”...’i52@ ‘“.”.---””’25

....

-20°
30 ‘......

t,sec. 1-20°

20° :x
10 20

203. . . . . . . . . . . .

:2:oh 5 “ ‘15.. ‘.-’.’”;”-”.25

L. Y--- o~. . . . . . . . . .

t,sec. “-20°

Fig. 12 Time rate of M for airplane,slots open, after initiation
of moticn in rell and subsequent

x denotes the start of water release.
sideslip.
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